
Who’s walking 

away with your 

intellectual 

property?

Internet Evidence Finder (IEF) is a 
digital forensics solution that can 
search a hard drive, live RAM captures, 
or files for Internet-related evidence.  
IEF was designed for digital forensic 
personnel including:  forensic 
examiners, cyber security analysts, 
cyber forensic investigators, IT 
security, incident response managers, 
and private investigators.

IEF can recover evidence left behind 
within social networking artifacts, 
instant messaging chat histories, 
popular webmail applications, web 
browsing history, and peer-to-peer file 
sharing applications.

 

IEF FOR BUSINESS

Learn how IEF helps businesses in a range of  corporate investigations, 
from intellectual property theft to employee misconduct.



KEY BENEFITS

ROBUST SEARCH & DEPENDABLE RESULTS 
IEF can recover more types of  digital evidence than any other solution, which 
makes it more likely to uncover critical evidence. You can do a single search and 
find all Internet related evidence without having to try keywords, manually carve 
data, or run individual scripts. It’s the closest thing to a “Find All Evidence” button.

With our patent-pending technology, IEF finds more forms of  Internet artifacts 
and filters out false positives. IEF is able to recover evidence from not only deleted 
data, but also live RAM captures, which often hold vital evidence.

ACCELERATE INVESTIGATIONS & REDUCE CASE BACKLOG 
With the ever-growing hard drive capacities and the explosive growth in both case 
loads and complexity, organizations and agencies of  all kinds require an accurate 
and comprehensive solution for recovering data. IEF is a rapid automated solution 
that saves a tremendous amount of  time and allows you to work on other parts of  
the investigation while it’s searching. It’s as straightforward as hitting search and 
coming back to a comprehensive report to review the results.

USER FRIENDLY 
Both experienced and new forensic examiners/investigators find the IEF user interface 
flexible, intuitive and easy to use. Because its reporting options are as impressive as 
its analytical capabilities, producing professional reports for both internal or external 
audiences is equally simple and straightforward. Time is of the essence and that is 
why there is no complex configuration or setup.

THE GOLD STANDARD IN DIGITAL ARTIFACT RECOVERY 
IEF is considered the defacto standard for the recovery of  digital evidence and 
is used by thousands of  the most prestigious national security agencies, law 
enforcement teams, and corporations around the world.

COURT ADMISSIBLE 
The reporting feature that’s built into IEF provides the information examiners 
require to manually verify all results.

“IEF simplifies the act of  locating crucial artifacts used in an investigation. We have had great success with your 
product and look forward to continuing to use it.”

Fortune 500 Technology Company

Here are some examples of 
how businesses are using 
IEF to find critical evidence 
in their investigations:

DATA BREACHES  
Disgruntled insiders, 
competitors seeking 
advantage, transnational 
criminal enterprises 

IP THEFT
Current or former employee 
copying sensitive information

EMPLOYEE MISCONDUCT
Improper use of  a computer, a 
wrongful termination suit, sexual 
harassment, pornography or 
misappropriation of  assets

FRAUD
Money laundering, 
insurance fraud, securities 
fraud, embezzlement and 
insider trading
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